Philippinization of English has come full circle: It has penetrated not only the center but also the periphery. This paper demonstrates a trend of nativization of English in a rural area as seen in a local daily. Thirty newspaper articles from The Stalwart Journal, a provincewide weekly circulating bilingual journal in the island province of Masbate, Bicol Region in the Philippines, were examined to identify the local lexical intrusions in the English text. The borrowing and assimilation of local lexical terms were analyzed and categorized. These lexical items were found in various categories: people, cultural events, cultural groups, public and private organizations, government programs, program units, government agencies, places, broadcast and social media, transportation, food, animals, human descriptions, public services, and other items. English nativization is shown in the borrowing and switching to local or native lexis in the news articles of the local daily.
Introduction
'English is the global language' (Crystal, 2003) . English has developed a special role that is recognized in every country in the world. It has covered important domains in the global society such as telecommunications, business, commerce, air control, and social media, to name a few. The use of English has privileged some and marginalized others resulting in some sort of 'linguistic deprivation'. In praise of the English language, Simon Jenkins (1995 in J. Jenkins, 2009 ) stated: 'English has triumphed. Those who do not speak it are at a universal disadvantage against those who do. Those who deny this supremacy merely seek to keep the disadvantaged deprived.' The dominance of the English language in the rapidly globalizing world resulted in linguistic inequality and induced some feeling of anxiety to who cannot speak it (Tsuda, 2005 in David & Dumanig, 2008 . Today, with over 6,800 languages in the world, English has proven its power and dominance, which has spread in almost two-thirds of the world's population (Crystal, 2003) .
Considered as the language of prestige and power, English has continuously expanded throughout the world, which gives birth to the emergence of different varieties now commonly called as World Englishes. These Englishes have embraced the world's English and appropriated it to suit their local cultures and contexts based on the needs of their communities. Sik and Anping (2004 in David & Dumanig, 2008) suggests that with its imperialist and globalizing force, English has penetrated many non-English speaking communities results in a linguistic phenomenon called 'code-switching', which also leads to the nativization or indigenization of English throughout the world. This Englishization of nonEnglish contexts, according to B. Kachru (2011) , gives birth to 'transplantation' of English to different areas creating various varieties. Saghal (1991 in David & Dumanig, 2008 defines nativization as 'a process of transferring a local language to a new cultural environment.' This process of transference is situated and contextualized; it is socially conditioned and determined and takes into the account the various needs and nuances of the cultures. The sociolinguistic realities of the speech communities are considered in order to articulate the people's local, social, cultural and religious identities (Kachru, 1997) .
Honna (in David & Dumanig, 2008) stresses that 'when English migrates to foreign countries, it diffuses and internationalizes, acculturates and indigenizes, and adapts and diversifies,' which leads to localized or lexical items. These local terminology may or may not have equivalents in the English language. This nativization process of English in local contexts creates localized varieties of English that exist to serve the needs of their local speakers.
Much research has already been done exploring the nativization of English in Asia or what linguists refer to as Asianization of English, as cited by David and Dumanig (2008) : Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand (Powell, David & Dumanig, 2008) , Brunei (David & McLellan, 2007) , Singapore and Pakistan (David, Kuang & Qaisera, 2008) , Malaysia (Pillai, 2006) , and the Philippines (Bautista, 1997). These studies have found that, although coming from one original Anglophone source, these English varieties have distinct characteristics and vary from each other graphologically, phonologically, and lexically.
These new varieties of English engage in language contact with English and their speakers, in their attempt to express themselves fully in a foreign language, engage in direct lexical borrowings, which initial appear as code-switches. Haugen (1956 , p. 26 in David & Dumanig, 2008 describes code-switching as the "alternative use of two languages". Code-switching, according to David (2001) and Kow (2003) functions to build solidarity, to exclude others, to practice power, and to maintain the authenticity of the original source.
In the Philippines, the linguistic phenomenon of code-switching is commonly called as Taglish" or Tagalog-English, which appears in both spoken and written discourses. Written discourses include computer-mediate communication (CMC) such as e-mail and chat as well as newspaper prints. Several studies on Taglish have already been conducted (Bautista, 1997), but it is very rare (at least to the author's knowledge at the moment of writing) to come across studies of nativization of English within a local Philippine English variety. This paper aims to fill in such research gap as it explores the linguistic intrusions of local lexical items in English news articles in a local town within the Philippines. The lexical items in focus are the occurrences of code-switches in the English texts.
General Information on Masbate
Masbate is an island province located in the Bicol Region in the Philippines. 
Data Treatment
After the selection process of the 30 English news articles, the researcher perused each of them in paragraph and full-text levels in order to identify the local lexical intrusions in the English texts. For the purposes of this study, local lexical intrusions refer to local terms or vocabulary that are native or indigenous in Masbate or the Philippines and that are not part of Standard English lexicon. These local lexical terms were highlighted in the texts; then, they were encoded in the MS-Excel format together with the sentences that carry them to provide the context. Headlines or titles and dates of issue were also noted.
The identified local lexical terms were categorized into related semantic groups and were cited in the results section.
Results
The findings reveal that nativization of English in the Masbateño local daily occurs through codeswitching from English to local language. The local lexical items that have been enmeshed and entrenched in the English language fall under the following categories: A. people (titles, honoraries, and labels) B. cultural events, C. cultural groups, D. public and private offices or organizations, E. government programs, F. program units, G. government agencies, H. places, I. broadcast and social media, J. transportation, K. food, L. animals, M. human descriptions, N. public services, and O. other items.
People (Titles, honoraries, and labels).
Language binds people and their social and cultural experiences. Culture-specific events and objects are usually labelled with local or native languages to reflect indigeneity. These labels or references can be in the form of titles and honorific terms, and are commonly used to show respect and to name people, events, and objects. In the Philippines, people from different regions use different titles to indicate respect to older people or even to strangers. Some of these terms include kuya, ate, noy (nonoy), ne (nene), dong (dodong), and day (inday). The extracts below show how some of the local titles like Barangay Captain, Barangay Kagawad and Sultan are entrenched in the writing of English news articles.
(1) The report said the motorized banca named FB/CA "Marjun 2" -with length of 10.0 meters, breadth of 1. Six titles of people were noted, which include Barangay Captain, Sultan, Barangay Kagawad, berdugo, mistah, and balikbayans. Barangay Captain is the title given to the head of the barangay, Sultan is the title given to the head of a Muslim group, Brgy. Kagawad is the title given to the elected councilor who assists the Barangay Captain. Other titles found in the local newspaper are berdugo which refers to a man who puts criminals to death, mistah which refers to a military slang for 'batchmates', and Balikbayans which refers to Filipinos returning to the Philippines especially after having lived overseas for an extended period of time.
The six terms are considered intrusion in the local newspaper as some of these lexical terms are not flagged by italics, quotation marks or even translations, which means that they have already been entrenched into the local English language variety, while some, such as in (4) are still flagged, which could mean that they are not frequently occurring and hence their meaning is not as common as the others.
a.
Cultural Events. In 1940, Ralph Linton defined culture as the sum total of knowledge, attitudes and habitual behaviour patterns shared and transmitted by the members of a particular society. Language mediates culture and events. People in a speech community name significant events in the society, which in turn become established and celebrated regularly. The data below shows cultural events referring to religious rites that are observed and participated in by the local communities: 
b.
Cultural Groups. Culture is shared by at least two or more people. For an idea, a thing, or a behaviour to be considered cultural, it must be shared by some type of social group or society (Ferraro 1998: 16) . The present study identified cultural groups specifically referring to small groups of people who are natives of their indigenous communities and who act as representatives of these communities in national events. Extracts (9) and (10) Another common local lexical intrusion in English news articles is the use of native terminology to name public and private offices or organizations, which usually reflect their nature, advocacy, and functions. These local linguistic penetrations usually appear as sole local terms such as in (15) or co-occur with English words, as in (11), (12) Journal, September 7-13, 2015, p.8) In the local context, names of places are usually not placed within quotation marks and are not italicized, suggesting that they have already been adopted as part of Philippine English.
h.
Broadcast and Social Media. The present data has also revealed local lexical instrusions in the broadcast and social media, which are rich environments for public discourse and information sharing. Below are some examples.
(20) "Tarabil sa Masbate" (Masbate Talks) facebook posted these reactions:…More reactions came in more than a week from Masbateños working abroad whose sardonic and statements of disgusts were downloaded but not printed on this paper. Some lexical items such as in (28) are still flagged with quotation marks and presented with translations. However, this author believes that it is only a matter of time. As soon as the terminology has been fully exposed to the members of the virtual communities and they begin using it as part of their daily communication, these terms will soon be unflagged, which means that they have already been adopted as part of the local English variety.
3.6
Transportation. Reflecting local modes of movement and transport, local terms such as habal-habal and banca/bangka or baruto are used as flagged or unflagged in the English news articles. Examples are shown below.
(21) Earlier, Banua issued a press statement accusing the military of deliberately killing the alleged NPA members who she said were actually drivers of motorcycle-for-hire or "habal-habal" in Cawayan town, Masbate. The term habal-habal in (30) is placed with quotation marks, in some news articles with English translation in parenthetical enclosures, and unflagged in others. This suggests that though belonging to the same newspaper company, some writers have different treatment with the local lexical items, with others seeing them as old terms mixed with a foreign language and others using them as if they were already of part of such language.
3.7
Food. Similar to transportation, food reflects ethnic or local tastes and flavours. Native terminologies are used to refer to names of local dishes, foods, fruits and vegetables, as shown in the extracts below. 3.8 Animals. Animal names are also commonly expressed in local terminology to suggest that these are endemic in some areas. As has been observed also in the category of transportation, some of the terms referring to animals such as butanding are sometimes flagged with quotation marks and sometimes unflagged. Again, this author believes that it is an indication of transitory phase of the nativization process of the local lexis into the English language, where some writers have fully adopted them, while the others are gradually embracing them as part of their linguistic repertoire in writing English texts. This author also believes that it could be the journalist's communicative strategy to accommodate a wider audience particularly the foreign ones who cannot decipher the meanings of local terms. Descriptions such as the one shown above are flagged with quotation marks and translations to indicate that they are in the process of nativization. Soon, when the members of the speech community begin to familiarize with their uses in the English texts, they will be unflagged and become part of the local English variety.
3.10
Public Services. Another category that has been observed to be penetrated by local lexical items are terms referring to services offered to the public. These local terms usually co-exist or cooccur with the English terms when they are presented in the text. They are not usually flagged, which suggests that they have already been entrenched into the local variety of English. 
CONCLUSION
The findings in this study reveal that nativization of English in the Philippines particularly in its provincial level is evident in the news articles of a local bilingual newspaper as it has already penetrated the domain of print media. Consistent with Edgar Schneider's (2003) notion of 'nativization', which he considers as the most vibrant phase of his five-stage Dynamic Model of the Evolution of New Englishes, the local lexical terms in the present study are seen to have been entrenched in the news articles in different categories such as people's titles and labels, government programs, government units, cultural events, cultural groups, transportation, food, broadcast and social media, inter alia. The presence of these lexical items in news articles are observed to have been flagged and unflagged with italicization, quotation marks, and parentheses. The former suggests that these local terms have already been entrenched in the English texts, while the latter points to a nativization process, which, following David and Dumanig's (2008) idea, has to take some time before they also become indigenized. This nativization or indigenization process through code-switching from English to a local language, Filipino or Tagalog, may be attributed to lack of English counterparts of the local terms, and may suggest that English has been Philippinized.
B. Kachru (2011) sees this dimension as a 'creation of a new culture', while Soyinka (1998 : 88 in B. Kachru, 2010 refers to this as a 'new medium of communication '. Patel (2006 in David & Dumanig, 2008 calls this phenomenon one of the various 'reincarnations' of English, where people share the medium but use it to express native and local messages. The widespread linguistic assimilation, accommodation, and appropriation of the English language to suit local tastes and contexts have resulted in local lexical intrusions, which gives rise to the Asianization and Philippinization of the English language. Hence, it is evident that the colonization process has come full circle; however, in the process, the colonized have managed to talk back to the colonizer using the same medium but with local linguistic imprints according to the tastes of the local tongues. Yoneoka (2002 in David & Dumanig, 2008 ) expresses it in a stronger view: "the colonized have subjugated the English language, beaten it on 262 its head and made it theirs, and in adapting it to their use, in hammering it sometimes on its head and sometimes twisting its tail, they have given it a new shape, substance, and dimension" (p.98). It resonates what Chinua Achebe (1965) argues that 'the price a world language must be prepared to pay is submission to many different kinds of use…' Indeed, the global widespread of English is unstoppable, unavoidable, and unthinkable. English worldwide diaspora afforded it the undisputed crown of being the global language or world's lingua franca; it has also given birth to other varieties or World Englishes. The English effect, English fever, and English invasion may continue to linger and forever change the world's linguistic landscape, but in the eyes, hearts, and minds of the local speakers, they have already conquered English and made it their own.
